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Sheep Performance Vaccines
Abortions storms were much more common before vaccination became the 

norm. At their worst scanning percentages could be decimated by 30% or more. 

Since the introduction of performance (or abortion) vaccines most abortion 

storms are prevented. 

The risk remains – Toxo and Campy are present on the majority of farms.

Whilst abortion storms are less frequent, the risk clearly remains. Toxoplasmosis 

has been found on 100% of farms tested and Campylobacter on 88% of farms 

tested. Despite the availability of effective vaccines, our Blue Cross Veterinary 

Centre team investigate abortions every year in our district.  National data now 

shows that Campylobacter has surpassed Toxoplasmosis as the most common 

diagnosis of abortions that occur in New Zealand. This is also the case amongst 

our clients.

Why are Campylobacter abortions more prevalent now?

The reason for the shift? The ratio of Campyvax sales compared to Toxovax 

sales indicates

  some fi rst year replacements are not receiving any Campyvax shots at all

  some fi rst year replacements are receiving just one Campyvax shot but not 

the booster

The performance gains

Studies show farms using Toxovax lamb on average 3% higher than those who 

don’t. Campyvax users showed an increase in lambing percentage of 9%. These 

gains are on top of prevention of abortion storms occurring. 

A vaccination programme that prevents the risk of abortion storms AND 

provides a performance advantage makes very good sense.  

Ordering 

You order form has been sent out in December. Complete it and send this into 

your local Blue Cross Veterinary Centre to secure the product you need.  If 

you did not get one or have misplaced it simply ring your clinic and the team 

will take your order over the phone.  Remember Toxovax has tight shelf life 

requirements so planning and being organised is vital.

Contact our Veterinary Centre 
to secure your order at least 
8 weeks before you intend to 
introduce the ram.

TOXOVAX IS MADE TO ORDER,
SO CONTACT OUR VETERINARY 
CENTRE NOW TO MAKE A PLAN.

NOW!

Remember after one of the many trips 

to town before Christmas, arriving 

home and realising that you had 

forgotton to get something.  If only you 

had written down what you needed on 

a list and ticked the items off as you 

worked through it. 

Animal Health Planning (AHP) is no 

different. A lot like Christmas, large 

clumps of activity arrive in short spaces of time. The timing 

of tasks is often as important as the tasks themselves.

Going forward Ewesnews will be publishing an animal 

health plan template, highlighting what needs to be done 

and by when. This is part of a move to encourage clients 

to complete a personalised AHP tailored specifi cally for 

your farm. Not only will you have a map for your animal 

health programme for the year, you will also be able to 

budget more accurately. We can even include the detail of 

what products you will need and when. An AHP ensures 

important tasks do not get missed and is a great great 

tool for staff. We have also found animal health plans 

very good for communication between dairy grazers and 

dairy farmers regarding tasks such as drenching regimes 

– getting things down on paper tends to remove confusion.

� e 5 P’s - Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance

Looking a� er the team
– don’t regret not vaccinating your working dogs!

Sarah Boys BVSc

With dog trials 

around the corner 

now is the time to 

get your working 

dog vaccinations 

done. The early 

trials start in late 

February. We see 

outbreaks of both 

parvo and kennel cough on farm every 

year. Having lots of dogs in one place 

will defi nitely increase the risk.

January presents a great opportunity 

to get your dogs vaccinated during ram 

palpation visits. Use the opportunity to 

boost your working dog vaccinations, 

or start a new pup on its initial course. 

Our core vaccine covers the following 

diseases:

  Distemper

  Hepatitis

  Parvovirus

  Parainfl uenza 

Pups need 2-3 vaccinations with the 

last one at 14-16 weeks of age. Adult 

dogs need a booster at one year old, 

then every three years.

Canine (kennel) cough is covered by 

a separate annual vaccine, but is one 

of the most important to consider 

especially if taking your team onto 

different farms. 

We will be in touch to check where you 

are at with your dog vaccinations. If you 

don’t hear from us contact your closest 

Blue Cross Veterinary Centre so we can 

help you keep your dogs working. 
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Drench     

Targets from 
monitoring 
 

 Lamb targets:   
33kg wwt (tw)                      
37kg wwt (s)  
 

Build BCS in lighter ewes 
2 tooths gain 100g/day  
Lambs 250g.day 

April 1. Hoggets 40kg 
             2 tooths 63kg 
             m/a ewes BCS 3 
 May 1. Ewe hoggets 45kg 

 <10% ewes 
BCS 2 

Aug 1.  Feed 
multiples 1.5 
x maint.  

   

Jeff Spillane, 
Commercial Manager



Sheep Production  - Dave Robertson BVSc, BSc

Rams are awkward to deal with at the best 
of times. No more so than at shearing. 
A low dose sedative given to rams prior 
to shearing can make a huge difference. 
Not only are they easier to handle, it is a 
lot safer for the shearer. For those 130kg+ 
terminal sire rams it takes all the fi ght and 
effort out of the job. 
Farmers can also inspect and tidy up feet 
whilst rams are under sedation. 
It just knocks the edge off, they are still 
conscious and able to stand.
Phil Cleland, Oamaru based shearing 

contractor, shears most rams sedated now. 
He’s got over the jibes about being “soft” 
and has heard all the stories about how 
“they didn’t have to do that in my day”. It 
just makes the job so much easier and less 
stressful for everyone. 
Sedatives are Restricted Veterinary 
Medicines. The Veterinary Centre has 
a pre-prepared Standard Operating 
Procedure covering their use by farmers. 
The procedure is discussed and the 
recording documentation outlined during 
an annual veterinary consultation.

Ram Sedation for Shearing

Phil Cleland, shears most 
rams sedated now

Ram Breeding Soundness
Get your ram team checked for breeding soundness by a Blue Cross vet this month. 

It is a cheap insurance against the subtle signs of SUB-FERTILITY and Brucellosis.  

Our clinic managers should be contacting you to organise this year’s ram runs - 

call us if you have not yet been contacted. 

When checking rams it is also a good chance to get their feet right. The Blue Cross 

Veterinary Centre Micotil system has made it possible to eliminate lameness due 

to footrot in rams quite simply. 

With lameness being one of the leading causes of ram wastage, it is worth 

considering footrot soundness in rams well in advance of tupping time. Terminal 

sires are over represented in the ram lameness stakes. They have not had the 

selection pressure for feet soundness, so extra attention to feet health is often 

required to prolong their longevity. 

Get Teasers done in January
For hogget and 2 tooth mating or early mating of mixed aged ewes teasers 

can be very useful. Putting teasers out will get ewes cycling, and can have a 

synchrony effect if done early enough. With hoggets, more will take the ram in 

the fi rst cycle if run with teasers prior to joining. 

If you are intending to do a laproscopic A.I. program with the Veterinary Centre 

this year, teasers are essential. Usually put out at 1:10-15 ewes. 

Teasers can also be used to select the most fertile ewe hogget replacements, 

even if you’re not mating hoggets. Research has shown that cycling hoggets 

are more fertile and productive as adult sheep.

Get your teasers made AT LEAST 9 WEEKS prior to ram joining, so if you’re 

mating April 5, you would put teasers out March 18, so need them “fi xed” 

before the start of February! If you’re getting some done for hoggets, you may 

as well put them out with the 2 tooths fi rst. 

Feet 
Soundness in 
the Flock
It has been a while since I have 

mentioned feet, and it is amazing 

that a bit of moisture in December 

has seen fl are-ups of scald within a 

matter of days. It still looks dry but 

there have been opportunities for 

the dormant footrot bug to jump 

from its hiding place of chronically 

infected hooves to fresh scaldy 

ones.  Pre-weaning troughing is 

probably on the cards for some 

operations in order to halt further 

spread and enable a break in the 

cycle of infection prior to tipping 

ewes soon after weaning. 

With respect to footrot control 

Never waste a good drought.  

When it is dry and there is no 

active spread of footrot, this is the 

time to inspect feet and remove 

what pool of infection is there 

before the next wee autumn fl are-

up. 

I do have several success stories 

of clients putting in the time AT 

THE RIGHT TIME, using a plan and 

the Micotil system and have got 

rid of footrot recently.

Hogget requirement for B12. 
Some parts of the South Island soils are defi cient cobalt. Certain climatic conditions 

and pasture species also lead to lower cobalt in-takes. Young stock do have a higher 
requirement for B12, of which cobalt is the essential ingredient. A defi ciency of B12 
is often part of the autumn ill-thrift complex, or poorer performance from winter 
trade lambs, fi ne wool hoggets or replacement ewe hoggets. 
Short acting injectable B12 lasts for about 21 days in the animal. This is fi ne for 
boosting a store lamb with a 4-8 week stay on the property, but what about those 
young sheep that are to be wintered on farm, what are the options for prolonged 
elevation of B12 levels?

Long acting SMART SHOT B12 and SMART SHOT B12 + Selenium injectable 
is a very effective way of boosting levels for up to 6 months. A half dose will last 
3 months, which may be enough to get through critical autumn period. SMART 

SHOT B12 is popular with fi ne wool hoggets and 
keeper ewe lambs, especially those going to the ram 
and/or on irrigated properties.
Bruce, Kathy and Ross McCulloch (pictured left) farm 
in Glenavy. Bruce and Ross are part of the Veterinary 
Centre North Otago Sheep Production Group.
They have been using smartshot since it fi rst came 
out “about 10 years ago”.
The McCulloch’s trialled the product and there was 
a clear weight gain over unsupplemented animals 
during a 6 month period. The McCulloch’s have used 
it ever since.
Bruce believes it works well on their farm because 
there is very little cobalt or selenium in the soil and 
even less taken up by irrigated grass. Lambs are 
dosed at tailing and again at the end of January.
“The long acting selenised version came out about 4 

to 5 years ago and has made it a more complete product”.

SeCo Junior capsules supplement 100 days of cobalt and selenium along with 
a white drench wormer. Getting them into hoggets in February sets them up for 
mating and prevents the build-up of larval challenge on pastures at the back 
end of Autumn. They are popular with fi ne wool lamb fi nishers putting them on 
irrigated pastures after weaning. To use sustainably, targeting mobs that are likely 
to respond the best and using a 120 day exit drench of Matrix or novel active is 
advised. 
Price wise SeCo capsules are not too much dearer than an equivalent half dose of 

Smart Shot B12  and 3 oral drenches, but more convenient. 

Androvax
Androvax has been shown 
to boost fl ock performance 
by a proven average of 20%. 
For farmers who want to take 
advantage of improving market 
conditions quickly, Androvax is a 
strategic tool to increase lambing 
numbers for the immediate 
season. Benefi ts include: 

  Increased lambing by an 
average of 20%

  Similar number of lambs born 
to fewer breeding ewes.

  Ideal as a recovery  strategy to 
rebuild stock numbers quickly

  Immediate productivity 
increase allows you to tailor 
management plans each year

  Overcome the lower twinning 
percentages associated with 
early lambing

  A pre mixed formulation for 

on farm convenience.

Just a reminder of our free delivery 
service. 

Orders made before 
10am  - delivery that day. 

Orders phoned in after 10am – 
delivery the following day.

Animal health plans 
Plans have been popular with clients and their workers. These can be a simple 

calendar of routine treatments or can be extended to include monitoring steps 

and weight targets. Take an extra 30 minutes with your Blue Cross vet to sort out 

your animal health routine this year. 

Michael Lilley (Ranfurly Veterinary Centre) checking Geoff Shaw’s rams
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norm. At their worst scanning percentages could be decimated by 30% or more. 
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storms are prevented. 

The risk remains – Toxo and Campy are present on the majority of farms.
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